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A Czech take on Brexit
Milan Kocourek takes a look at journalist Jaromlr Marek's
Czech book about Brexit
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referendum on the Briti:h ntent-
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nerv prime minister in JLrlr this

a decisive anti-EU

stand and

became the main horse pulling
the Brexit wagon.
One of the most controversial
issues during the negotiations
after the referendum was the socalled Irish backstop, an arrange-

ment by which restoration of a
hard border between Northern

Ireland and the Irish Republic
was to be avoided until a permanent solution could be found.
Marek explains the complexity of
tough negotiations concerning

in a simple
way, understandable to any
the Irish backstop
reader.
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authors say, arguing that some
other countries, such as Croatia
and Spain, need to be a part of
Europe, "because they are clearly
cowards. But our country is spe-

cial, and other countries

are

queuing up to get what we have
to offer. whether it is the music of

future..."
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necotiate new trade
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This whiff of humorous arrogance, perhaps typical of British
authors who want to allude -

however indirectly

Boris

to Britain's

glorious colonial past, is missing
altogether from Jaromir Marek's

skilful analysis.
However, he presents some

nationalistic views of personalities such as Nigel Farage, Jacob
Rees-Mogg and Nicola Sturgeon,
who would probably agree with

the wartime Prime

Minister
Winston Churchill's statement:
"We are in Europe, but thank
God we are separated from it by
the sea."
Who was the most interesting

However, Marek said he was

asking himself what the UK

would be offering to trading part-

ners? The epicentre of British
services has been tied to the
European Union. The future may
be different - some important

companies may move out of
Britain to new and more logical
locations outside Britain.
In almost every book there are
some mistakes in the text to be

avoided in a second edition.
Drama called Brexit by Jaromir
Marek is no exception.
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is

the

wrong gender of the chairperson

of the Exiting the

European

viewed during the research for
the book? He told me it was Sir
John Tusa, the Zlin-born former

Union Select Committee, Hillary
Bennovii, another is the incorrectly named former leader of the
Liberal Democrats, Vince Clark.
His name is in fact Sir Vince
Cable of course.

insights as a

excellent source

person Jaromir Marek inter-

director general of the BBC
World Service, who offered him
some of the most interesting

conscientious
observer with the giit of being a
Czech-born Brit.
To the question who in his
opinion will win the general election on December 12 and whether
Boris Johnson will push his deal

with Brussels through Parliament, Marek replied that if

Jaromir Marek's book
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an

information
for anyone interested in British
affairs that are awfully muddled
at the moment and cause a

lot of

concern not only in the united
Kingdom.
The book in my opinion fully
deserves to be translated into
English.
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